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Crafts
week 16

Proper storage
Out of your kitchen cardboard recycling bin, find an appropriate 
box and design and prepare a storage unit for an object of your 
choice. The storage unit can be a wallet, sunglasses case, pock-
et for your phone, pencil case, gift case or place to hide secret 
things. Think about what you are going to store there, what size 
it should be, and what you want it to look like: Does it suit your 
own style, or are you going to give it to someone as a present?

STEPS
1. Investigate the drink and food cartons that have ended up 
in the cardboard recycling. That kind of cardboard is god for 
sewing and to reuse because it is strong and durable due to the 
layer of plastic inside. Choose a suitable carton. Rinse it and dry 
it well.

2. Open the carton from the seams by cutting it with a pair of 
scissors.

3. Study the opened carton and consider what kind of storage 
you could make out of it. Can you make use of the existing folds 
in the carton? Do you like the monotone inside or the colourful 
outside more? On a separate sheet of paper, draw up some ideas 
and choose one that you will realise.

4. Use your idea as a base and cut a template out of regular 
paper. Using the template, you can test the functionality of 
your idea before you actually begin to sew. If your storage unit 
requires folding, test where the folds will come. Estimate how 
much space the stiches will take and leave enough space at the 
seams. If your template does not work, fix your plan and cut out 
a new template.

5. When you plans and template are ready:
Place the template on the open carton and trace it along the edg-
es (pressing on the pencil). If the template doesn’t stay in place, 
you can use a piece of tape to help.

6. Cut out the pieces you drew onto the cardboard. Fold the 
pieces and set them up correctly before you start to sew. To make 
sewing easier, and to keep the folds in place, you can tape them 
together from somewhere – e.g. with masking tape.
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7. Choose a suitable needle and thread and 
make a large enough knot at the end of the 
string.
- Before sewing the seam: if you want to deco-
rate your work, e.g. by sewing some picture or 
patterns onto the surface, do it before you start 
sewing the seam.
- If there is going to be a button on your work, 
sew it on before sewing the seams.
Sew the seams in a manner you find appealing. 
You can imagine that sewing is like drawing, 
and you can invent your own stitches or pat-
terns. The first and last knots can be hidden 
by starting and finishing on the inside of the 
storage unit. Tie the first and last knots well, so 
that the stitching doesn’t become easily un-
done.

8. If you like, you can make a cord for your 
storage unit by crocheting, twisting, braiding, 
or out of a nice ribbon. Make a cord of the ap-
propriate length and attach it to your work by, 
for example, sewing it on.

9. Once your work is ready, take a good look 
at it, compare it to your original idea, use it 
and test it. How do you think you did, in your 
opinion?
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Goal

What you need
Carboard cartons (milk carton, juice carton, or some-
thing similar)
Think string or whatever you can find from home
Button, bead, or the cap of the carton.
Drawing paper and suitable pens
Scissors
Darning needle
Pencil
Ruler or other straight edge
For the cord: woolly thread, cotton thread or ribbon

The goal is to learn how to design a useful object, think 
three dimensionally as well as practice your sewing skills.

Background information
Different kinds of stitches (running stitch, blanket 
stitch, cross stitch) LINK

Video instructions for making a blanket stitch: 
LINK

Making a cord
Twisted cord: LINK, LINK
Finger-stitched cord: LINK
Sewing a button: LINK
Cross-stitching for decorating surfaces: LINK

Pictures: Laura Pokela

https://punomo.fi/tekniikat/ompelu-tekniikat/tyotavat-ja-valineet/kasinompelu/varhaiskasvatus-pistoharjoituksia/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlurD6sfW2s
https://www.garnstudio.com/video.php?id=81&lang=fi
https://punomo.fi/tekniikat/nauhat-ja-nyorit/nauhojen-ja-nyorien-ohjeita/kierretty-nyori/
https://punomo.fi/tekniikat/nauhat-ja-nyorit/muu-nauha-tai-nyoritekniikka/sormeiltu-nyori/
https://www.helsinki.fi/fi/unitube/video/18c5a252-32b4-4a88-bca9-6d78c270c6fe
https://punomo.fi/tekniikat/kirjonta/pistokirjonta/kirjontapistoja-aloittelijoille-video/

